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Mr. Chapman not being a man again 
 

Ralph walks up to Lottie, momentarily unsure of what to say. Lottie, however, spoke 

first, "Why won't you let me go to the hospital?” "You want to go to the hospital so 

badly?" “Even though Jeremy was the first to flirt with the bitch, I did hit him hard 

when I put him in the hospital.” Lottie jarred, "If Connie knew about this, she would 

have advised me to apologize first." Instead, Ralph whispered, "I'm still too light on 

my hands.” Lottie didn't hear him and asked, "What did you say?" Ralph looked back 

at Lottie and said, "Don't worry about it, I'll get it sorted out and won't let Jeremy 

bother you again.” Lottie was not happy to hear this. Is it to keep Jeremy from 

bothering her, or do you want to leave Jeremy's evil deeds alone for lan's sake? 

"There's also the matter of lan." Ralph gave a beat, met Lottie's clear eyes, and 

coughed before explaining to her, "He did misunderstand you a little.” Is that a little 

misunderstanding?Lottie gives a self-deprecating smile. "I hadn't planned to tell you, I 

wanted to come clean with you after things were settled and his prejudice against you 

was removed." Lottie listened to his explanation and looked much more relaxed, but 

the gloom in his heart did not dissipate. "He was already displeased with me, and with 

what happened to Jeremy, I'm afraid he already has a deep hatred for me." She then 

remembered that Ralph wouldn't let her go to the hospital, probably because he was 

worried that she and lan would get into another fight. Ralph said, "lan's side, I'll go 

explain." Lottie looked complicated: "How are you going to explain that Jeremy said I 

seduced him. 

" lan, on the other hand, took Jeremy's words at face value. Ralph snickered, "I'm not 

a thousand times better than him?" "Unless you're crazy to think so hard about 

pestering him." 

Lottie silent, although it is the truth, but with this tone of voice, there is really enough 

narcissism. Ralph looked at her with an odd expression and reached out to her 

tentatively. Lottie stiffened, but finally obeyed and was taken into Ralph's arms. 

"Baby, I've never believed any of Jeremy's bullshit." Ralph explained in a low voice, 

with an indescribably gentle look, "He's nothing but an outsider to me." Lottie's eyes 

lowered and she let out a soft "hmmm". Ralph was about to say something to ease her 

mind when he heard his cell phone ringing. It's Lottie's phone., broke away from 

Ralph's embrace anack, emotions flashi to be pacified, but in fas resolved, the lump in 

her hhen he saw that Lottie had no intention of y went intong out and probably needed 

tief when the rest of her eyomething and asked after nses and replied, "Just a little 

accident, noteithscared to death. Zack came back and told mpital, so I thought some, 
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won't just let it go 
 

"Stop it." Lottie's expression was serious, not like she was joking. Connie 

remembered what seemed to be, followed by a curb of laughter. "Why do you have 

that look on your face, did something happen?” Lottie shook her head: “Just a little 

bed-sick, didn't sleep well.” "In all the time I've known you, this is the first time I've 

ever known you to have this problem." Connie shredded while bringing the topic 

across. "You can't do this, there are a lot of media here today, if you appear in front of 

them like this, they will have to make up the story that you were dumped by Mr. 

Chapman." Lottie raised the corners of her lips, but there was no half smile under her 

eyes. "Don't smile if you don't want to, it can be really ugly.” Connie spits out while 

her heart aches for her, thinking about whether she should tell Lottie the truth of what 

she saw now. She didn't need to tell Connie that there must have been an argument 

between Mr. Chapman and Lottie after what happened yesterday. She was not 

someone who could hold her tongue, and was about to tell the whole story when there 

was another courteous knock on the door of her room. The crowd looked back as 

Alfred was pushed in front of several people by the butler. 



Alfred's sharp eyes stared at Connie, straight to Connie to see the heart weak. "What 

for?" Connie blustered. Alfred gave a light laugh: "No why, aren't you my agent? 

Thought I'd let you lead us to the director later." Connie looked at him suspiciously, 

"And I have to lead?" I didn't see Alfred listening to his manager before, he always 

kept to himself, even his manager couldn't control him. Alfred: "Of course, why else 

would Lottie be here with you?" The eyes of the crowd were unanimous in looking at 

Lottie. 

Alfred's afterglow swept over the blue and black under her eyes, and a glint of 

understanding flashed through his eyes. Alfred also said, "The same is under your 

artist, please also the broker should be treated equally." Connie secretly rolled her 

eyes, but did not argue. After all, her duties are here and she can't shirk them. With 

two of the three artists coming, Connie simply asked someone to go get Natalia. A 

few moments later, Natalia arrives, followed by Kayden, the little tail. Kayden was 

startled to see so many people over here, and looked around before coming over to 

Lottie and asking, "Auntie, how come I don't see Uncle Ralph?" g last night and is 
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Nancy's Revenge 
 

Lottie nodded her head and thanked Alfred very seriously. Alfred looked at her and 

finally didn't say much. He could see that Lottie was not in good spirits and only 

reminded her to pay more attention during the opening ceremony later. The country is 

strange and has an account of many things. The opening ceremony is very important, 

if the beginning goes well, it is a sign that the subsequent shooting will go smoothly. 

If something goes wrong with the opening ceremony, people will inevitably have 

other ideas in mind. Lottie nodded again, she has mixed so many drama sets, naturally 

she also understands the importance of the opening ceremony. Not long after, Connie 

came over. Also brought along the director and screenwriter. Here three can be the 

most important protagonists, the film can be made successful depends on their 

performance, the director and screenwriter naturally also very important. Mr. Heron 

greeted them with a smile and talked about the process for a while before mentioning, 

seemingly unintentionally, "I heard that Mr. Chapman was here yesterday, why didn't 

I see him?” Lottie explained why, before Javion nodded. "That's true, Mr. 

Chapman is so busy and doesn't show up on all occasions." While saying so, there is 

inevitably a little disappointment in the eyes. Alfred laughed at him, "Director, you're 

sorry you don't have him to do your publicity stunt, right?" Javion's face flashed with 

a hint of embarrassment at being exposed, but quickly retorted with a straight face: 

"What nonsense, I have no regrets!" Everyone was laughing, and no one cared about 

his tongue-in-cheek words. Rose, however, took a stack of things to Alfred at that 

moment. Alfred picked it up and asked, "This is?" "It's not adding a ‘wheelchair 

scene’ for you, there are a few scenes that have to be revised for this setting, here is 

the script after the change.” 

Alfred didn't doubt it and thanked Rose seriously. Rose kept smiling and splitting the 

same script between Lottie and Natalia. “Accordingly, your rivalry scene with him has 

been changed a bit." It should be said that all four of their leading roles have been 

added, and some supporting roles have been deleted. But this kind of thing is normal 

in every crew, and neither Javion nor Rose is too concerned. Lottie thanked him and 

took the script, flipped it open and read it, and was surprised. "Is this going 
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director you have heavy tastes 
 

"A good incense burner, how can it be turned over?" "The opening ceremony didn't 

even go well, and the shooting will definitely have twists and turns afterwards!" 

"Incense ash are spilled, this is not a small thing, so many crews, or the first time to 

see this kind of thing.” “Just now that gust of wind is too evil, is there something 

odd?" "Lottie just picked up the incense and the censer tipped over, can things be that 

coincidental?" "What do you mean?” "Do you guys think that it could be that Lottie is 

not very lucky as a person? I heard that several projects she was involved in were 

yellow, this one should not also ...... After the media in the audience looked at each 

other, they began to whisper about it. It didn't take long for someone to steer the 

conversation to Lottie, and then rumors of her being "unlucky" began to swirl. The 

staff quickly came over to clean up the scene, and Javion also took the microphone to 

control the scene. Afterwards a man from the priesthood told Javion, "No matter, 

good things come to those who do not." Javion thought things were a little strange, but 

it was a lot better to get a word like that. The priest's words are indeed psychologically 

comforting. Natalia nudged Lottie in the side and spoke to her some more. Lottie 

nodded and sent Connie over to give the priest a check. 



"Sorry director, maybe I've always met villains lately and have been tainted with not-

so-good luck, please ask the priest to help me donate this money to the church and 

give everyone trouble." The priest didn't refuse, and after accepting the check, he did 

another favor and said to Lottie, "Ms. Green is so feisty and cynical that she does get 

targeted by the bad guys easily." He said hetook out a Bible and wanted to give it to 

Lottie to thank her for her donation to the church. Lottie took it with a smile and said 

thank you to the other party. The media present did not see this development coming, 

but were excited. 

What is this, a topic! Who's opening ceremony will appear so interesting, posted on 

the Internet will certainly lead to more hot topic! The atmosphere was swept away 

from the previous dullness, and the opening ceremony continued with the help of this 

master. There were no twists and turns in the ceremony that followed, and Lottie and 

the others finished the incense without incident. But Nancy, because she was upset, 

when she put on incense because she was thinking about something, she was 

accidentally burned by the ashes that fell, and the back of her hand was red. She didn't 

dare to speak up either. Lottie could buy the priest to put in a good word for her in 

public, and she couldn't guarantee priest wouldshe's burned, they'llnt back to the RV 
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won't make it easy for her either 
 

Jeremy doesn't know yet that he's been targeted by Ralph. Although Lottie didn’t kill 

him yesterday, but in the end he suffered a big loss, every part of his body hurts, even 

more than when he used to work for someone as a martial arts substitute. Although his 

appearance is not as exquisite as Alfred, but is also a rare Zhouzheng English, relying 

on this natural "male face", not a lot of female fans shouting husband. To this point, 

Jeremy's heart is secretly happy, and the more important to him this face. Usually not 

less asked his assistant to buy him a mask or water cream, secretly nurtured his face. 

Lottie didn't miss a beatdown in his face yesterday. Yesterday it was fine, today the 

face is swollen into a pig's head. This makes the smelly Jeremy angry, in and out of 

the hospital are wearing masks sunglasses, to their own face covered tightly, not dare 

to let people know his identity. Ralph put out the word, he is dissatisfied with Lottie 

again, but also dare not meet him face to face, can only secretly to lan on the eye. 

"The good thing is that the injury is not serious, the director's side gave me a few days 

off, otherwise if the bones are broken, you still have to temporarily withdraw from the 

group, to the crew are brought to trouble." Jeremy said while showing a bitter smile 

and peeked at lan's reaction with his eyes. lan frowned slightly, "You still call that not 

a serious injury?” Jeremy sighed, "I didn't hurt my bones, what can be considered a 

major injury? When I was in school, when I helped you teach those punks a lesson, 

the injuries I sustained were much more serious than this." lan’s face changed slightly 

as the words reminded him of what had happened before. 

When he was in school, he was never well liked, because he was not liked by the 

elders in his family and his personality was rather withdrawn. 

He has good grades and a good face, and often some little girls write him love letters. 

As a result, he was often targeted by the school's uneducated scum. The scum united 

with off-campus thugs to take a shot at him, sometimes beating him up, sometimes 

extorting money. lan would initially resist, but there were too many opponents, two 

fists could not defeat four hands, and later he learned to keep a low profile and try not 

to provoke those punks. But even with such a low profile, forbearance is not a 

permanent solution. This society is so strange, the more careful and cautious you are, 

the more you have to be bullied. lan has been blocked a few times by off-campus 

punks, and each time he's been beaten up and bruised. by, saw him being beaten up, 

and it was cbut Jeremy rushed punks a hard lesson, but they both d fight was 

denouncedching office to be disciplined togetht, but later on, somehow, Jeremy 

helped hiare friends in lan's lis why they haveest times, but after he became a movie 
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Black Horse Goes Wild 
 

Alfred's women's clothing is truly stunning. He is already good-looking, and slender, 

put on a hair cover makeup, put on a long light pink dress, do not look at the throat, 

the end of a national beauty. Alfred came out after putting on his makeup and the 

people on set were stunned. Connie even looked straight, and couldn't wait to take out 

her cell phone to take a 360-degree shot of Alfred in order to be worthy of his 

outstanding looks. Lottie and the others wanted to see Alfred's joke, but the man had 

already appeared, and Lottie was suddenly dumbfounded. The genes of the Bartons 

family, I should say. The look is really unbelievable. "Worthy of Connie's 'goddess', 

such a look to deserve!” Alfred directly rolled his eyes, nonchalantly dislike Lottie: 

"You first do not care whether I can afford, a moment of le horse play, you can?" 

According to the script, Lottie will have to go up to control the crazy horses, but also 

to pull Alfred up from the wheelchair, and the two of them will have to fish in the air 

weave "fly" for a while. Alfred's performance was nothing difficult, just sitting in a 

wheelchair and chatting with the vendor, and then he was pulled up by Lottie, except 

for that final bullying, basically not half as difficult. Lottie added a lot of action 

scenes, in order to be able to shoot the first scene well, the director is very 



painstaking, but also hired a very famous martial arts director over, in order to make a 

moment to shoot out of the picture looks good. And Javion's requirements have 

always been high, he will not let the post to make a fake horse or direct keying in 

order to perfume the audience or protect the actors. Said the circus, it must be on the 

real horse. The vertical horse is really vertical horse, stopping the horse is also really 

stopping the horse. If this action is not shot well, but will be injured. Lottie raised her 

lips and said to Alfred, "You think I won't make it?” Alfred is silent. 

When I think of Lottie's past "fierce" behavior, I silently shut up. With Lottie's skills, 

it should be a breeze to tame a wild horse, right? With that in mind, Alfred stopped 

worrying and discussed with Lottie about his walk later, and was pushed to his place 

by his assistant. Javion looks at the monitor feed and nods in satisfaction. Take out the 

microphone and shout, "Are you ready? The first shoot of The Twins is about to start, 

and you have to go through it all, okay?" Lottie and Alfred answered in unison.l fan 
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Cone lookr. Chapman will be thee, lan's lips hooked up while Nancyuld now be in 

another group shooting, but nto friendship, let it help to cover with thide to a serious 

injury disfigurement, no longerortae of "The Twins" was not shot well, and iffor 

everyone to laugh at 

 

 

 


